The Ivan Franko Lviv National University – a classical higher educational institution with powerful scientific schools, old traditions, and modern innovative trends – has a special mission.

- to define and implement educational and scientific standards
- to generate changes of which a region, a country, the world is in need
- to form the identity - a carrier of intellectual and innovative potential
- to develop a cultural and artistic environment for the harmonious formation of the spiritual world of the youth through promoting the importance of national-patriotic duty and respect for the historical memory
Lviv National University – it is an open, mobile, creative, innovative, competitive, socially responsible educational institution. Its development demands, firstly, a transformation in the educational management, from the accounting system to an effective progressive management aimed at a constant improvement of the quality of education and development of scientific research activities.
OUR UNIVERSITY

PRESTIGIOUS

guarantees quality of the educational process and provides the labor market with highly skilled and competitive specialists

EXPLORATORY

conducts scientific researches of the world level that become the basis for improvement of educational programs.

INNOVATIVE

built on the basis of integrative education, scientific researches, and innovations

INTEGRATIONAL

develops the partnership with the world leading educational and scientific institutions

ENTREPRENEURIAL

forms a triangle “University-State-Business” via the functioning of a science park and a business incubator

OPEN

creates conditions for student and teacher mobility and involvement of foreign specialists and students into the educational process

LIFELONGLEARNING

ensures a program of a constant professional growth

DEMOCRATIC

based on the principles of self-organization, university autonomy, the involvement of employees and students into the process of decision making
Ensuring a high quality educational process

Strengthening the role of the University in the society and the development of student government and public control

Promotion of the University integration into the world educational and scientific space

Reaching the highest world standards and globalization of scientific researches

Creation of modern, social, information and communication, scientific and educational infrastructure
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE HIGHEST WORLD STANDARDS AND GLOBALIZATION OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES

Scientific personnel’s potential. Science schools.

Super-modern powerful material and technical software.

Participation of scientists in the leading international science projects.

The inclusion of scientific publications and editions in the world rating systems and databases.

Increase in the number of patented inventions.

Science investment projects with the involvement of national and foreign business.

Participation in the formation of the world scientific standards.
ENSURING A HIGH QUALITY EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

Professor training potential. Development and implementation of curricula flexible to market requirements, employee involvement into the educational process.

Creation of innovative methodology of teaching. Formation of a new culture of attitude towards intellectual property, implementation of a preventing plagiarism system at all levels of the University activities.

Innovative technologies in the educational process.

The system of internal and external assessment of the quality of the educational process.

The system of motivation of scientific and pedagogical workers based on a professional rating.

Modern scientific library, electronic library resource and own development of repository of publications, its integration into informational space of the city, country, and the world.
STRENGTHENING THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY IN THE SOCIETY

Formation of the intellectual elite.

The increase of innovative potential, preparation of a highly skilled personnel of which the society and the state is in need.

Ensuring the development of high artistic and aesthetic culture, the formation of aesthetic needs and feelings, and promotion of the all-round development of the youth, protection and strengthening of its physical, mental and spiritual health.

Shaping the understanding of the ecological culture in the minds of the youth, understanding the need for the harmonious relationships with nature.

Formation in the student youth the patriotic experience on the basis of readiness for participation in the processes of state formation, ability to define forms and the ways of its participation in the life of civil society.

Implantation of the national-patriotic values, beliefs and respect for the cultural and historical past of Ukraine in consciousness and feelings of an individuality.

Integration of the student youth into academic environment.

Promotion of the University brand through participation in international scientific and educational organizations.
Participation in international projects and programs.

Correspondence of curricula to the European and the world standards. Development of programs with shared and double diplomas.

Rising positions in the leading World Rankings.

Ensuring the teaching of Master’s degree and Ph.D. in English.

Increase in the number of foreign students.

Development of international agreements with the efficient working programs.

The academic mobility of scholars, teachers and students. Outstanding scientists and individuals are active participants in the educational process.
Implementation in all areas of the University the latest information technologies (introduction of electronic document flow, training, Information Management Systems of the University).

Formation at the University a single informational the educational environment and its integration into the world information space, ensuring a high level organization and openness of web resources, transition of the University's core network to the maximum energy independence and speed.

Creation of information and technological infrastructure, the transition to maximum speed data transmission, ensuring high standards of a wireless organizational communication.

Creation of conditions for development of housing stock for employees and increasing the number of dormitories by attracting investments.

Implementation of energy saving projects.

Development of modern sports infrastructure.

Adaptation of the University infrastructure for people with special needs.